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Wyze doorbell camera review

Wyze adds a doorbell and a thermostat to his growing lineup. Megan Wollerton/CNET Wyze makes a variety of affordable connected devices, including the $20 Wyze Cam Indoor's $8 Wyze Bulb and others. The products are not particularly revolutionary, but it tends to offer many of the same features and performance
as competitors for significantly less money. The startup continues that trend with two new announcements of smart home products: the Wyze Video Doorbell and the Wyze Thermostat. Wyze's Video Doorbell costs $30 - by far the least expensive I've ever come across - and is now available for preorder. The Wyze
Thermostat is also available for preorder for $50. The doorbellDe Wyze Video Doorbell shares many features and specifications with the Wyze Cam Indoor, but it comes in a weatherproof enclosure. It has 1080p HD resolution, night vision, motion detection, motion alerts, two-way talk and two weeks of free cloud storage.
It is also wired and requires no hub, unlike the battery-powered Wyze Cam Outdoor.Your purchase includes a Wyze Chime that will put you where you might be out of reach of the doorbell of your home bell chimes. Pre-order the Wyze Thermostat from October 6. Wyze If you sign up for Cam Plus, you'll get person alerts
and full-length motion recording. According to Wyze's Cam Plus landing page, Wyze Cams already record 12 seconds of movement every 5 minutes for free. Cam Plus records unlimited motion when it's detected, so you capture the full story. The $50 Wyze Thermostat features planning, home, away and sleep modes,
remote access from your phone, usage details and suggestions if you want to save money, and a geofencing option that automatically switches between Home and Away mode. Wyze also promises an upcoming feature called 'automated learning', which resembles the ability of a Nest thermostat to automatically adjust
your heat or air conditioning, based on your past adjustments. We're tracking down review units, so come back soon for full reviews of Wyze's new doorbell and thermostat. View all photos +30 More Play Now: Watch here: How to choose the right outdoor security camera for you The Wyze Video Doorbell has an
incredible price for a live-streaming buzzer with app-ing: $30. None of big brands like Amazon's Ring or Google's Nest comes close to that level of affordability. That said, I experienced camera performance issues on this video doorbell – something I haven't encountered with other Wyze cams (more details about that in

the section below). Costs just $30Includes a wireless doorbell bell not compatible with wired digital or mechanical doorbell WarningsPerson warning errors The Wyze Video Doorbell has a counterintuitive installation process that hardwiring the doorbell (there is no battery option) while the wired gong on the other side of
the system (there is no Wyze chime power kit). Instead of your wired bell, you should use the included wireless Wyze Chime. It works well, but a wireless gong is usually reserved for battery-powered doorbells that don't connect to an indoor wired chime or used in the basements or second floors of larger houses where
you don't hear your wired doorbell chimes. I don't recommend this device today because of its inconsistent performance, but I also tested it using a beta version of the app and will report back if it improves over time. The $30 Wyze Video Doorbell (with the included Wyze Chime wireless) is currently available for preorder,
with shipping scheduled for January 2021. It's small. Megan Wollerton/CNET Wyze Video DoorbellAs you see in the image on the right, the Wyze Video Doorbell is much smaller than your standard video doorbell. If you've installed a wired doorbell before, setting it up at this stage is easy. As always, consult a
professional installer if you have any questions about your specific doorbell or electrical wiring. But, generally, the doorbell installation is similar to any other wired buzzer, so take a look at my Ring Video Doorbell Pro installation article and video to learn the basics. The bell is a different story. Most wired doorbells come
with a chimes power kit to help manage the power to your doorbell. Instead, Wyze includes a plug-in wireless Chime accessory. That's easy to configure in the Wyze app, but first you need to turn off your wired doorbell. It's not hard to turn off the bell and Wyze walks you through the steps in the app and provides the
necessary jumper wire and wire caps. However, I would like Wyze included a power kit so that a traditional wired doorbell chimes could work with the Video Doorbell, but the wireless Wyze Chime works well and offers 19 different chimes sounds to choose from. The Wyze Video Doorbell sent phantom person alerts
every five minutes several mornings in a row. Screenshot by CNET Doorbell performance was glitchy during my testing, including many phantom alerts when the sun or a shadow hit the camera. The app regularly sent me a warning that there was 'someone at the door' and labelled the activity a 'personal alarm'. I only
have a beta version of wyze app, so this could improve over time and I'll continue to test it to report back if there are any changes. Like other Wyze cameras, you'll still get 14 days of free video clips stored in the Wyze app, and the option to get person alerts and longer saved clips as sign up for the Cam Plus cloud
subscription, starting at $2 per month. I also like the way the live feed shows more of your front stoop than some competitors (thanks to the 3:4 aspect ratio) so you can spot packages more easily. The longer aspect ratio is something I like about our Favorite smart doorbell, the $150 Arlo Video Doorbell, too. Wyze also
says that the doorbell is compatible with the Wyze Lock, so in theory you can see who's at the door and then open the door through the app, although we haven't tested this functionality (yet). The pronunciation At $30, the Wyze Video Doorbell is well priced. Unfortunately, performance issues get in the way of overall
appeal. I would wait for this to see if the reliability of the alerts improve over time. See all the photos +14 More Now play: Watch here: Meet Wyze's best security camera yet In the field of smart home devices, video doorbells rarely fall under the affordable umbrella. Wyze's new Video Doorbell changes everything. This
small device is only $30, but delivers performance on par with those of devices that cost more than $100 or more. You'll immediately receive a push notification the moment someone rings the doorbell and pull a livestream off the doorbell to decide whether you want to open the door or not. Uninvited lawyer? Act like
you're not home. An interesting item to note is the aspect ratio. Compared to many cameras streaming at 16:9, the Wyze Video Doorbell's 3:4 aspect ratio makes the most of your mobile device to display larger video feeds and more details about your visitor. It can also show packages left on the ground under the
doorbell. The Wyze Video Doorbell includes two-way audio, so you can talk to visitors and let delivery drivers know where to leave packages. You don't have to worry about someone missing the doorbell; when it detects movement, an LED comes on to draw visitors' attention to it. Not only does it make it easy for visitors
to ring the bell, but it alerts any would-be porch pirates you are watching. Wyze includes free 14-day cloud storage for 12-second videos. You need Cam Plus to save full-length videos and receive real-time alerts when people are detected. The service costs $2 per month. The Video Doorbell is IP65 weather-resistant,
making it resistant to most weather conditions outdoors. The doorbell is wired, so it's not the best fit for apartment complexes where you don't make major changes, but if you're able to install one, installation is easy. According to Wyze, it takes on average less than 30 minutes to get the doorbell up and running. If you're
in the market for a video doorbell and you don't want to spend a fortune on buying a more advanced model, the $30 price tag of the Wyze Video Doorbell (and the small size profile) makes it a great choice. Make sure you are able to install it in your place. Recommendations from editorial editor
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